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Introduction 
The group of rotations about the ongm in the three-dimensional 
Euclidean space contains a free non-abelian subgroup of continuous rank. 
J. DE GROOT [2] gave an effective proof of this theorem, which also easily 
follows from a lemma of W. SIERPINSKI [8]. 
On the other hand the group of motions in the Euclidean plane, being 
a solvable group, does not contain free non-abelian subgroups. 
To obtain certain geometrical results (see [1] and this paper theorem 
IV) the author is interested in free non-abelian groups of motions without 
fixed points, i.e. such that no element of the group except the identity 
leaves a point fixed. 
As to groups of motions on n-dimensional spheres sn we have (see [1]): 
The group of rotations on sn, where n = 3 (mod 4) contains a free non-
abelian subgroup of continuous rank without fixed points. 
The main result of this paper is as follows: 
Theorem I: The group of motions in the n-dimensional Euclidean 
space Rn ( n ;> 3) contains a free non-abelian subgroup of continuous rank 
without fixed points. 
In a letter to J. MYCIELSKI the author raised the problem whether 
this theorem holds true. J. MYCIELSKI announced the theorem (with 
n=3) in [3], but his announcement was premature, as he mentioned in 
a letter to the author. Afterwards J. MYCIELSKI solved the problem 
·cooperating with S. SWIERCZKOWSKI. Their proof will be published in 
Fund. Math. (see [6]). 
About the same time the author found another proof of the theorem 
using valuable suggestions of J. DE GROOT. For these suggestions the 
author wishes to express his sincere gratitude. 
In fact the theorem will first be proved for n = 3 (theorem II and III); 
then theorem I follows immediately. 
Preliminaries 
Rotations about the origin and the corresponding orthogonal matrices 
are denoted by lower case Greek letters, motions are denoted by Greek 
capitals. 
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[p] denotes a translation with translation vector p. The basis vectors 
of R3 are denoted by 
X= (1, 0, 0), y = (0, l, 0), Z = (0, 0, l). 
A (p) denotes the transform of p by A. The product of two motions 
is defined by 
AB(p) = A(B(p)). 
__.. 
e denotes a unit vector lying along the axis of the rotation e-
The orthogonal matrices 
(
cos q; - sin q; 
,x( q;) = sin q; cos q; 
0 0 
0 0 ) 
c~s q; - sin q; , 
Sill ([J COS ({J 
where cos q; is transcendental, are free generators of a free non-abelian 
group (J. DE GROOT (2]). 
Let 
where <X=<X(q;), {J={J(q;) and na, m" are non-zero integers for a= l, ... , s. 
Lemma: The matrix e1 ..... s may be written in the form 
W11 cosq; - Inti V .sin q; _ lntllmsl V13 cos q; n 12 nl ms 1 
(l) 
w21 sin q; V22 cos q; _lmsl v23 sin q; 
ms 
W31 cos q; W32 sin q; W33 cos q; 
where the vik denote polynomials in cos q; of exact degree 
s 
d = L (I mal + Ina!)- l' 
the coefficient of their leading term equals 
2d+l-2s, 
and the wik denote polynomials in cos q; of degree less than d. 
Proof. The matrix e1 •... ,s is a product of factors 
- sin nq; cos mr:p 
cosnr:p cosmr:p 
sinmr:p 
sin nr:p sin mr:p) 
- cos nr:p sin mr:p , 
cosmr:p 
where n and m successively have the values n0 , m" (a= l, ... , s). 
Using the formulas 
23 Series A 
cos kr:p = 21kl-t coslkl r:p+ ... , 
sin kr:p = 1~1 sin q; (21kl-lcoslkl-tr:p+ ... ), 
sin2 r:p = l-cos2 r:p, 
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where kis norm and ... denote terms of lower degree in cos cp, we easily 
find by induction with respect to s that (h. ...• may indeed be written 
in the form (l). 
Remark 
Obviously the elements of e1 •...• s are non-constant functions of cp, 
from which it follows that iX and fJ are free generators. J. DE GROOT [2] 
proved his theorem in a similar way. 
A motion in R3 is a product of a rotation and a translation along the 
rotation axis. If the rotation angle and the translation vector do not 
vanish the motion is called a screw-motion. A screw-motion clearly has 
no fixed point in R3 • 
Theorem II: The group of motions in R3 contains a free non-abelian 
subgroup which, apart from the identity, consists enti~ely of screw-motions. 
We prove the theorem by showing that the screw-motions 
A = [z]iX, B = [x]t3 
are free generators of a free group G without fixed points. 
Let 
where n", m"#O (a=l, ... , s). 
A simple calculation shows that, if M is any element of G apart from 
the identity, there is a motion NEG such that N-1MN either has the 
form P 1 •...• s or equals An or Bn with n#O. If M has a fixed point in R3 , 
then clearly N-1MN too. 
Since obviously the motions 
(n#O) 
do not leave any point fixed, we have only to prove that the products 
of the type P 1 •...• s have no fixed points. 
Since 
we have 
Hence 
e[p] = [e(p)]e, 
Pl,. . .,s = [(nl +n2e1 + ... +nsei ..... s'-I)z+ 
+(mlel +m2el.2+ ... +m,et, ....• )x] el ..... s· 
We complete the proof by showing that the inner product 
t · e1 ..... ., 
where t denotes the translation vector of P 1, ..... , is not equal to zero. 
Let OJ be a rotation turning to the right with respect to w through 
an angle 'f/J· Here w = (w1, w2, OJ3) denotes a unit vector along the axis of OJ. 
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Let the matrix (aik) (i, k= 1, 2, 3) represent the rotation w. Then 
we find by simple calculation 
(2) 
Since inner products are distributive with respect to addition and 
__,. __,. 
invariant by rotation (i.e. a·b=e(a)·e(b)) and moreover e-c=e-ce-1 (if e 
and -c are arbitrary rotations), we find 
t. e1 ...... = nlz. e1 •...•• +n2z. (.!2, ... ,8,1 + ... + 
+n8z. (.!8,1, ... ,8-1 +mlx. (.!2, ... ,8,1 +m2x. es .... ,8,1,2+ •.. +m8x. e1 ..... s· 
Since the rotations e in this formula are all transforms of e1 •...•• , they 
all have the same rotation angle "P· 
Writing the matrices e in the form (1), we find by calculation using (2) 
that 
t·__,. sin?p 
(.!1, ... ,8 sin tp 
is a polynomial in cos cp, the leading term being given by 
__,. 
Since cos cp is transcendental, the inner product t·e1 •...• s obviously does 
not vanish, which proves the theorem. 
Corollaries. The screw-motions 
AiBA-i (i = 0, 1, 2, ... ) 
are free generators of a free group without fixed points. 
To obtain a free group of continuous rank we use YON NEUMANN's 
numbers x. defined by 
00 ' Xv = L 22[nv]_2n (v > 0), 
n~o 
which are algebraically independent over the field of rational numbers [7]. 
We define for O<v< 1: 
cp. = 2 arctg x., 
A. = [z]a(cp.), 
B. = [x],B(cp.). 
Then we have 
Theorem III: The continuously many screw-motions 
P. = A.B1A;1 (O<v< 1) 
are free generators of a free group without fixed points. 
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Proof. Consider any irreducible product of screw-motions 
We have to show that lJI does not leave a point of R3 fixed. Let 
P* = A"B A-" 
•a ' 
if 'Va i= 'Vv ••• , 'Va-l• 
According to the corollaries of the preceding theorem the motion lf'* 
defined by 
8 
P* = IT (P:/", 
a~l 
has no fixed point in R3• Hence also lJI certainly leaves no point of R3 
fixed, since cos cp1 and cos cp. (a= 1, ... , s) are algebraically independent 
" 
numbers. (Cf. [2] theorem II or [1] theorem 3.5). 
The group of motions in Rn (n> 3), leaving the coordinates x4 , ••• , xn 
fixed, is isomorphic with the group of motions in R 3• Moreover in virtue 
of such an isomorphism, to each motion in R 3 without fixed points there 
clearly corresponds a motion in Rn without fixed points. Obviously this 
proves theorem I (see introduction). 
A geometrical application 1 ) of theorem I is the following decomposition 
theorem for Rn (n> 3): 
Theorem IV: For any cardinal t<; c (the potency of the continuum) 
the Euclidean space Rn (n;>3) admits a decomposition into t mutually 
disjoint non-empty pieces satisfying any given number n < c of congruences 
between arbitrary finite or infinite sums of the pieces, provided none of these 
sums is the empty set or all of Rn. Furthermore each congruence may be 
effectuated by a free motion without fixed points in Rn. 
Proof. The theorem immediately follows from [1] decomposition 
theorem 2.2.1, and corollaries 2.10 (see also o.c. section 4). We note that 
this theorem does not hold true for R1 and R 2 (see [1] p. 584). 
Problem 
Do there exist free groups of motions without fixed points on n-dimen-
sional spheres sn (n= 4q+ 1, q= 1, 2, ... ) and on n-dimensional hyperbolic 
spaces IJn (n;>2)? 
For sn (n= 4q-1) the answer is affirmative (see introduction and [1]); 
for sn (n even) the answer is obviously negative. 
Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam 
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1) Another application is established by J. MYCIELSKI in [5] (and prematurely 
announced in [4]): R"(n ~ 3) contains a set E such that for all denumerable 
A and B we have E ~ (E"A) U B. 
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